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man "*; while the Gospel is full of dangerous revolutionary
doctrine, appeals to " the darkness of individual consciences "
and all forms of social upheaval. Fortunately the Church is
there as an antidote against the poison of the undiluted Gospel2 :
it is " one of the philosophical glories of the Church to have
set the verses of the Magnificat to a music that weakens their
deadliness." 3
And since the Church is there to make ineffective the teach-
ing of her Founder and to champion a social and political order
of which Christ might have disapproved but which is pleasing
to M. Maurras,4 the latter becomes the champion of the most
intolerant, orthodox Catholicism, not only attacking un-
believers but denouncing within the Church every form of
Liberalism and modernism, " assuming with superb and
arrogant self-confidence the role of high prophet of the
traditions of diehard Catholic Conservatism " 6 and actually
claiming to have been instrumental in innumerable returns to
faith !6 The wonder is not that some Catholics protested against
the heathenism of the "Action franchise," and tried to put
fellow-believers on their guard,7 but that so many Catholics
should have gaily marched under his banner, either unconscious
of the danger to their religion or mesmerized by the national
passions which Maurras was daily stimulating. The hold the
"Action franchise " had over the Church, both clergy and
laity, is one of the most extraordinary phenomena of recent
times. This blatant atheist, who ridiculed religion in a way
1	Romantisme et Revolution, p. 146.
2	" Avec votre religion, me dit Maurras un jour, il faut que Ton vous dise
que depuis dix-huit cents ans vous avez etrangement sali le monde " (Dimier,
Vingt Ans d^ActionJran'false, p. 30).
3	Chemin de Paradis (Introduction).
4	" Je me suis etabli dans le Catholicisme parce que c'est un balcon commode
pour cracher sur la d&nocratie," said Barbey d'Aurevilly, a forerunner of
Maurras (quoted by Andr^Therive in Le Temps, 24th January 1930).
5	Gwynn, The " Action franfaise " Condemnation, p. 5.
6	Guy-Grand, La Philosophie nationaliste, p. 200.
7	See the three books of the Abb£ Pierre: Avec Nietzsche a FAssaut du
Christianisme (1910), Nouveaux Defis de " PAction franfaise " a la Conscience
chretienne (1912) and Reponse a M. Maurras sur les Directions pdiennes de
" I'^Action/ranfalse " (1914).

